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STRUCTURE OF THE
SEMIGROUP OF SEMIGROUP EXTENSIONS

BY

R. O. FULP AND J. W. STEPP

Abstract. Let B denote a compact semigroup with identity and G a compact

abelian group. Let Ext (B, G) denote the semigroup of extensions of G by B. We show

that Ext (B, G) is always a union of groups. We show that it is a semilattice whenever

B is. In case B is also an abelian inverse semigroup with its subspace of idempotent

elements totally disconnected, we obtain a determination of the maximal groups of

a commutative version of Ext (B, G) in terms of the extension functor of discrete

abelian groups.

This paper is a continuation of our paper [3] in which we consider the notion

of an extension of a compact abelian group G by a compact semigroup B with

identity. In that paper we show that the collection (of equivalence classes) of

extensions of G by B is a commutative semigroup with identity under the usual

"Baer sum" of extensions. As in [3] let us denote this semigroup of extensions by

Ext (B, G). In our previous paper we obtained, among other results, some theorems

relating to the problem as to when a particular extension in Ext (B, G) is an idem-

potent. We also characterized those extensions which belong to the maximal

subgroup of Ext (B, G) containing some particular idempotent. In this paper we

are interested in the same kind of problem from a more global point of view,

e.g., we are interested in the semigroup structure of Ext (B, G). In particular we show

that Ext (B, G) is always a union of groups. We show that Ext (B, G) is a semilattice

whenever B is a semilattice but that it may or may not be isomorphic to B. In case

B is a compact abelian inverse semigroup with its subspace of idempotents totally

disconnected we are able to obtain a fairly complete description of the maximal

subgroups of a commutative version of Ext (B, G) in terms of the groups Ext (77, K)

where K~ is a maximal subgroup of B and 77~ is a quotient group of G (here the

"hat" denotes the Prontrjagin dual). Since 77 and K are necessarily discrete this

computes the structure of Ext in terms of the usual extension functor of discrete

abelian group theory. For pertinent comments regarding the historical development

of Ext see [3] or [6].

1. Preliminaries. In this section we give the basic definitions and state explicit

results from [3] which will be needed in this paper. Let B denote a compact (Haus-

dorff) semigroup with identity 1B and let G denote a compact abelian group with
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identity 1. We say that (S, r) is an extension of G by B iff S is a compact semigroup

with identity 1, G is a closed subgroup of both 77s(l) and the center of S and t is a

continuous homomorphism from S onto B subject to the condition that for sx

and s2 in S, t(j1) = t(í2) iff.s1G=5'2G. We sometimes indicate that (S, t) is an ex-

tension of G by B by writing G c~> S -*> B. Two extensions (Slf tJ and (S2, t2) of

G by B are equivalent iff there exists an iseomorphism 0: 5j -> S2 such that the

restriction <ji\G is the identity map on G and

II | II
G «-> S2 —^ 7i

is a commutative diagram. Let Ext (B, G) denote the collection of equivalence

classes of extensions of G by B.

We shall briefly describe an operation on Ext (B, G) which is called the Baer sum.

Let Ey : G c> Sx -»> B and 7T2 : G c> S2 —>> B denote extensions of G by B. Define

D = {(flf sa) e 5j x 52 | nfe) = r2(s2)}   and    G0 = {(g, g~1)\geG).

Then G0 is a closed central subgroup of D and consequently a compact quotient

semigroup D/G0 may be constructed (see [3] or [5]). For (a, b) e D, let [a, b]

denote the congruence class of D/G0 which contains (a, b). Let G = {[g, l]\ g eG}

and f: D/G0^B the map defined by f([a, è]) = T1(a) = T2(è). It follows from [3]

that G is iseomorphic to G and that G c> D/G0 -» B is an extension of G by 7?.

We identify G with G and thus obtain an extension G = G <^> 7>/G0 -»■ 7? of G by

B. This extension is called the Baer sum of Ex and E2. It follows from [3] that the

Baer sum induces an operation + on Ext (B, G) such that (Ext (B, G), +) is a

commutative semigroup with identity. The following theorems are proven in [3].

Theorem 1.1. Let E: G^ S —h* B denote an extension of G by B where G is a

compact abelian group and B is a compact semigroup with identity. Then E represents

an idempotent in the semigroup Ext (7?, G) iff there is a continuous homomorphism

a: B -> S such that to is the identity map on B.

If G is a subgroup of a semigroup 5 and s e S let Gs = {g e G | gs = s}.

Theorem 1.2. Assume that E: G^ S-+> B represents an idempotent in the
T*

semigroup Ext (B, G). Then the extension E*: G c-^ S* —» B represents a member

of the maximal subgroup of Ext (B, G) determined by E iff whenever (s, t)e SxS*

such that t(s) = t*(í), it follows that Gs = Gt.

2. Structure of Ext (B, G). In this section we prove that Ext (Tí, G) is always

a union of groups. We also show that if B is a semilattice (commutative idempotent

semigroup), then Ext (B, G) is a semilattice. Examples are given which show that

the semilattice Ext (5, G) may or may not be isomorphic to B.
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a compact abelian group and B a compact semigroup with

identity. Then Ext (B, G) is a union of groups.

r

Proof. Let E: G^~ S -» B denote an extension of G by B. We construct an

idempotent extension E: G^ S-» B such that whenever s e S, s e S, and r(s)

= f(s), it follows that Gs = Gs. It will then follow from Theorem 1.2 that E represents

a member of the subgroup of Ext (B, G) determined by E.

Let N={(g, g) | g e G}; then TV is a closed central subgroup of G x S and thus

we may form the quotient semigroup (GxS)/N which we denote by S*. Let r¡

denote the natural map from GxSinto S* and, for (g, s) e Gx S, let [g, s] denote

v((g> s))- Observe that ^|(Gx{l}) is an iseomorphism onto r¡(Gx{l}) and thus G

is iseomorphictoi7(Gx{l}). Also for each g e G, [g, l] = [g, l][g_1, g'1] = [h g'1]-

Let t*: S* -> B be the function defined by r*([g, s]) = t(s). Then t* is well defined
T*

and by the techniques of [3] one sees that E* : r¡(G x {1}) ̂ > S* -» B is an extension

of G^7](Gx{l})by B. Let

D = {(s, [g,t])eSx S*\ t(s) = r*([g, t])}   and    G0 = {(g, [g~ \l])\ge G}.

Then G0 is a closed central subgroup of D. Let S denote the quotient semigroup

D/G0 and G = {[g, [1, l]]\ge G}. Define f.S^B _by_ f([s, [g, t]]) = r(s)

= T*([g> t]) = r(t). Then it follows from [3] that G = G^> S-U- B is an extension

of G by B (it is actually the Baer sum of E and 7s*). We now show that

E+E* : G c> S -» 5 represents an idempotent of Ext (B, G).

Let a: B^ S be the map defined by a(b)=[s, [1, s]] where t(j) = ¿. We show

that a is well defined and continuous (it is clearly a homomorphism). Assume that

b = t(sj) = t(s2) for s± e S, s2e S. Then s1=s2g for some g e G and

f»H [l.Jl]] =  [S2g, [I, S2g]]

= [*, if, i]p,*jp.*i] = i»» [i,52]][i, [g, inn. [i.?]]

= fo U,s2]][l, [l.g-^tl, [l,g]] = [a, [l,s2]].

Thus u is a well-defined homomorphism. To show that a is continuous assume that

{baiaeA is a net in 7? which converges to some be B. For each ae A, let í.eS such

that T(sa) = ba. Since S is compact {sa}aeA clusters to some s e S. Thus {(1, ia)}aeA

clusters to (1, s) and {[1, sa]\aeA to [1, j]. It follows that {[sa, [1, s^]]}^ clusters to

[s, [1, i]]. Since t is continuous, t(.s) = ¿>. Thus we have that {a(ba)}aeA clusters to

a(b) and a is continuous.

It follows that E=E+E* : G ^> S —>^ B represents an idempotent in Ext (B, G).

We show that E belongs to the maximal subgroup of Ext (B, G) containing E by

use of Theorem 2.1. Assume that se S and se S such that r(s) = f(s). Choose

heS, t2eS, and g e G such that s=[tu [g, t2]]. Since T(s) = f(s) = T(t1) = T(t2),

there exists AeG such that sh = t%. Thus for each x e Gs,

sx = [?i, [g, í2]][x, [1, 1]] = [shx, [g, ta]]

= [sh, [g, t2]] = [tu [g, t2]] = S
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and x e Gs. It follows that GSSGS. If, on the other hand, y e Gs, then

ly,[Ll)][tx,(g,ta]] = [h,[g,ta]]

and there exists / e G such that yt^ = tj and [g, t2] = [g, t2] [/"1, 1 ] = [gl~1, t2]. Thus

there exists keG such that gk=gl_1 and t2k = t2. It follows that k = l_1 and

/ £ G¡2. Since t(í1) = t(?2), Gh = Gt2 and lt1 = t1. Thus yt1 = t1l=t1 and yeG = Gsh

= GS. We have that j £ Gá implies j £ Gs and hence GS^GS. The theorem follows.

Lemma 2.2. Lei G be a compact abelian group, B a compact semigroup with

identity, and (S, t) an extension of G by B. Assume that e is an idempotent of B and

that Be is a closed subgroup of B with identity e. Then T_1(7ie) is a compact subgroup

of S and, if fis the identity of T~\Be),

Gf^r-\Be)^>Be

is an extension ofGfby Be where Te = r\T~1(Be).

Proof. Obviously r'1(Be) is a closed subsemigroup of S. Since S is compact,

so is T~1(Be). Let/be an idempotent in r'\Be) (see [5]). Necessarily, r(f) = e. We

show that/is an identity of t'1(Bb). Let se T~\Be), then T(s) = r(s)e = T(sf) and

sf=sg for some g eG. Thus

sf = sf2 = sgf = sfg = sg2.

It follows that sf=sgn for each positive integer n. The net {gn}n>0 clusters to the

identity of 1 of G (which is also the identity of S). Thus, sf= s. Similarly fs = s and

/is an identity of t~\B¿). Let í e T~\Be). To see that 5 has a right inverse observe

that t(s) has an inverse in Be. Thus for some t e T_1(Äe), T(st) = r(s)T(t) = e=r(f)

and stg=f for some g eG. Thus r-\Be) is a compact subgroup of S. It is straight-

forward to show that G/^> T_X7¿e) ->> Be is an extension of Gf by Be.

Corollary 2.3. If G ^ S —» B is an extension of G by B and B is a union of

groups, then S is a union of groups.

Lemma 2.4. Let C^S -» B denote an extension of G by B. IfB is a semilattice,

then the set E(S) of idempotents of S is a subsemigroup of S.

Proof. Assume e and/belong to E(S). Then T(ef) = T(e)T(f) = T(f)r(e) = T(fe)

and there exists g e G such that ef=feg. Thus f(ef)=f(feg)=feg=ef and fef=ef

Multiply by e to get efef=ef Thus efe E(S). The lemma follows.

Theorem 2.5. Let G denote a compact abelian group and B a compact semilattice

with identity. Then Ext (B, G) is a semilattice.

T

Proof. Let 7Í: G <^> 5-» 7i denote an arbitrary extension of G by B. We show that

E represents an idempotent of Ext (B, G). By Lemma 2.4, E(S) is a subsemigroup

of S. By Lemma 2.2, T~\b) is a group for each b e B. It follows that t|7í(5) is an
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iseomorphism from E(S) onto B. Let a denote the inverse of t\E(S). Then to- is

the identity map on B. By Theorem 1.1, it follows that E represents an idempotent

of Ext (B, G). By [3], Ext (B, G) is commutative and thus Ext (B, G) is a semilattice.

The following lemma is needed in order to derive some of the properties of a

very interesting example.

Lemma 2.6. Let Et: G ^> Sx —¿> B and E2: G c-> S2 —&■ B denote extensions of

G by B and let E1 + E2: G^ D/G0 —«. B denote the Baer sum of Ex and E2. If

(su s2) e D, then G[Sl,S2] = GSlGS2.

Proof. Let h e G[Sl,S2], then [h, l][su s2] = [s1, s2] and thus hs1=s1g and s2=s2g

for some g e G. It follows that h = (g~1h)g e GSiGS2. Hence G[!li!2lçGSlGS2. If, on

the other hand, k e GSlGS2 then k = k1k2 with k1s1=s1 and k2s2=s2. Thus

[k, l][su s2] = [kxk2, l][i,, s2] = [fci, fc2][si, s2] = [Ji,i2]

and [k, 1] e G[Sl-S2]. It follows that G[Sl,S2] = GSlGS2.

Theorem 2.7. Let B = {0, 1} «nrfer í/¡e usual real number multiplication. Let G

denote any compact abelian group. Let Sf(G) denote the collection of all closed sub-

groups of G with an operation * defined on £f(G) by

G1*G2 = G^ = {g1g2 \geGlfg2e G}.

Then Sf(G) is a semigroup and Ext (B, G)^ £f(G).

Proof. Define <j>: Ext(ß, G)^Sf(G) by <£([£■]) = GS where E is the extension

GCL* S -+> B and s e S such that t(s) = 0. It is a consequence of Theorem 1.2 that

<f> is well defined and injective. That <f> is a homomorphism follows from Lemma

2.6. We show that <f> is surjective. Let C be a closed subgroup of G. Let p denote

the closed congruence on B x G defined by (b, g) p (bu g{) iff either (b, g) = (bu g{)

or b = bi = 0 and gg'1 e C. Let f:(BxG)/p^-B denote the map defined by

f([b, g]) = b and let G = {[g, 1] | g e G}. It is easy to show that G is iseomorphic to

G and that G = G^~(BxG)/p-^ B is an extension of G by B. Moreover if

se(BxG)¡p with f(i) = 0 then GS = C. Thus <j> is surjective and the theorem

follows.

Remark. It is clear from the last theorem even though Ext (B, G) is a semilattice

it may fail to be isomorphic to B. In fact 7? = {0, 1} is a chain, but, in general,

Ext ({0, 1}, G) is not. Note, however, that if G=ZP is the cyclic group whose order

is some prime p, then

Ext({0, 1},ZP)={0, 1}.

In general we have the

Example. Let B be a compact chain with identity and let Zp denote the integers

modulo the prime p. Then Ext (B, Zp) is a chain.

The phenomenon of this example will be examined in more detail in a subsequent

publication.
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3. The maximal groups of Ext (B, G). In this section we are concerned with

the problem of determining the maximal groups of Ext (B, G) in terms of Ext (77, K)

where 77 is a maximal group of B and K is a quotient group of G. We are able to

find a partial solution to this problem for a fairly large class of semigroups B, but

in doing so we restrict ourselves to the commutative case. Thus we consider only

extensions G c> S -»■ B in which all three semigroups are commutative. We obtain

in this way a functor Ext which is generally different from the extension functor

we have been discussing. The two functors do not even agree at pairs (B, G) where

both G and B are abelian groups. Of course practically all the theorems we have

discussed hold for this modified Ext. Throughout the remainder of this paper we

consider this "abelian" version of Ext exclusively.

Our determination of the maximal groups of Ext (B, G) is in terms of a new

kind of product group whose definition is similar to that of a direct or inverse

limit group. Before giving a precise formulation of the concept we prove some

lemmas which are necessary to the proof of the main result of this section.

Lemma 3.1. Assume that [{Se}eeE ; {^e/}/ s e] is an inverse system of compact abelian

groups indexed by a compact totally disconnected semilattice E with identity. Let

S= Uee£ Se denote the semigroup with operation defined by

ab = Tte,eí(a)TTf,eí(b)

for ae Se and b e S¡. Then there is at most one compact semigroup topology on S

which agrees with the topology on E and with the topology on Se for each e e E.

Moreover, in order that there exist at least one such topology it is necessary and

sufficient that the canonical mapping from Se into inv lim [{Sf}feEíe) ; {•*//■}] defined

X l-> <""e/(*)>/eE(e)

be an iseomorphism (here E(e) denotes the set of all generating idempotents of E

which lie in eE).

The proof of this lemma may be found in [4]. It is the case that the canonical

mapping defined in the lemma is always a continuous homomorphism.

The following lemma is admittedly somewhat technical, but is precisely what is

needed for the proof of our theorem.

Lemma 3.2. Let G denote a compact abelian group and B a compact abelian inverse

semigroup with identity such that the subspace E(B) of idempotents of B is totally

disconnected. Let G <^> T —w- B denote an idempotent extension of G by B and a the

continuous homomorphism from B into T such that no is the identity on B. For each

fe E(B) let H, denote the kernel of the map from G onto a(f)G defined by x h-> o(f)x.

Assume that [{Sf}feEW); {Tref}fSe] is an inverse system of compact abelian groups such

that for each fe E(B) there is an extension

GjHf <^Sf^>B,
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of G/Hf by Bf where B¡ denotes the maximal subgroup of B containing f Finally

assume that for f fie the diagram

G\He c-> Se -^-» Be

Vet Tel m,cl

4-

G/77e c->$,  —f-»-B{

is commutative where -r)eí(gH^)=gH¡ and mef(x) = xf Then there exists one and only

one compact semigroup topology on the semigroup S=(JeeEiB) Se which agrees with

the topology on E(B) and with the topology on Sefor each e e E(B). If S is endowed

with this topology, G ^> S —>=>- B is an extension of G by B where t(x) = re(x) for

xeSe.

Proof. In order to show that S={JeeE(B) Se has a compact semigroup topology

with the desired properties, we verify the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. Let e e E(B).

It is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 (applied to B) that the mapping m from Be into

inv lim [{Bf}feEle); {mfr}] defined by

x h-> <mer(x)}fEE(e}

is an iseomorphism. Consider the mapping r¡ from G/77e into

inv lim l{G/H,}fsEW; {qfr}]
defined by

X I—>• \nef(x)/feEiey

It is clear that r¡ is a continuous homomorphism. We show that it is an iseomor-

phism^ Assume that g e G such that 7¡(gHe) = 0, then g ef)feme)Hf and o(f)g = a(f)

for each/E E(e). By [2] there exists a net {/} in E(e) converging upward to e. Thus

a(fa)g = a(fa) for each a and a(e)g = a(e). It follows that ge He and consequently

that the kernel of r¡ is trivial. We show that r¡ is surjective. Let {g/}/eE(e) denote a

family of elements of G such that (gfHfyfeE(e) e inv lim {G¡Hf}. Choose a net

{fa}aeA of idempotents in E(e) which converges upward to e (see [2]). Since G is

compact there is a subnet of {gfa}aeA which converges to g0 e G. Redefine the nota-

tion so that g0 = lim gfa. Let /denote any member of E(e). Choose ß e A so that

fß^fi Then for «äß, fa^feä/and gfHr = -qfxf(g,aHfa)=graH,. Thus g^g^e H,

for each aä/S and since H¡ is closed, gj^g^ e Hf. It follows that g0Hf=gfHf for

arbitrary /in £(e); consequently ?7(go77e) = <g/77/>/eB(e). It is immediate that r¡ is

an iseomorphism. Observe that the extensions G/77; ^> Sf ~l> Bf naturally induce

an exact sequence
e 8

inv lim {G/77;} >—► inv lim {Sf} —» inv lim {Br}

with e injective and 8 surjective. This follows from the fact that the dual system of

groups

Bf^sr-^(G/Hfr
is a direct system of discrete abelian groups and the direct limit functor preserves
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exactness (we also need that the dual of a direct limit of discrete abelian groups is

the inverse limit of their duals). Thus we obtain a commutative diagram

G/77e -+se *BP

m

inv lim {G/Hf} inv lim {Sf} inv lim {Bf}

where n is the map defined by x i-> <jrel(xy)feE<ey It follows from the five lemma that

ir is injective and surjective. By Lemma 3.1, S={JeeEle) Se may be given a unique

compact semigroup topology which agrees with the topologies on 7i(7i) and on the

various Se.

Let t : S -> B denote the mapping defined by t(x) = re(x). It follows from the

commutativity of

•ef m,ef

Sf      Tf -» B,

that t is a homomorphism. By the definition of the operation or\S= Uee£<s> Se and

the fact that the diagram

Si -w B1

Vu wle

->se

m.

■♦ B„
G\He

is commutative, we have that r(x) = r(y) for x and y in S iff xG=yG. Thus if we

can show that t is continuous it will follow that G ^> S -» B is an extension of G

by B. Let v. B~ -> S~ denote the mapping from the character semigroup of B into

the character semigroup of S defined by v(X)s=X(re(s)) for X e 7T and s e Se.

Observe that v(X) is continuous since v(X) is also given by

v(X)(s) = X(re(se)),       s e sx,

= 0, j $ sx,

where sx = {x e B | ^(^^0} and where ë is the least idempotent in sx. It follows

easily that v(X) e S~ and that v is a homomorphism from the discrete semigroup

B~ into the discrete semigroup S"\ It follows that v~: S~~ -*► B~~ is a continuous

homomorphism (since vis). But t = i/>b j• v"• ̂ s where 0S: S^ 5""~and^B: B^>- B~~

are the natural iseomorphisms (see [1], [2], and [4]). The lemma now follows.

We now have the lemmas necessary to the proof of the main theorem of this

section, but we must first develop considerable notation prior to the statement of

our result.
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Assume that E is a semilattice and that {Ge}eeE and {Be}eeE are families of groups

indexed by E. Assume also that for f£e in E there exist homomorphisms

4>e,:Ge^Gf and eef:Be^Br such that [{Ge}eeE; {<f>ef},ie] and [{Be}eeE; {0e/}/Se]

are inverse systems of groups. Let Pée denote the subset of YleeE Ext (Be, Ge)

consisting of all those ^ = {Seie^E for which there exist extensions Ee: Ge c> Se—>>Be

and homomorphisms p,ef: 5e-^ Sf, f^e in E, such that the following conditions

hold:

(i) £,=[E,] for each/e E,

(ii) [{SJeei;; {p-eAfse] is an inverse system of groups, and

(iii) for/iSe the diagram

rV Peí
'ef

G, c -*S,
-*► Bf

is commutative. The subset P„,e is a subgroup of YieeE Ext (Be, Ge). The family

^={^e}es£ is called an inverse family of extensions and the families {£7}/ei; and

{t¿ef}r s e are called representatives of <?. If «?' is also in Pw and there exist repre-

sentatives {Ef}feE, {p-ef}f¿e of S and {7i^}/eB, {í4/}/áe of ^" sucn that for some family

of isomorphisms {if>e}eeE the diagrams

Ee: Ge

EÍ-.G.

-w B,

A

->s« -»- Ti,

are commutative, then we say that ê and $' are congruent. If ^ and <^i' are con-

gruent and <?2 and <#¿ are congruent then so are S^ + Sa and S[-\-êâ. It is easily seen

that the collection of congruence classes ofP^ is a group which we shall denote by

Prodw {Ext (Be, Ge)} = Prod {Ext (Be, Ge)}. We may now state our theorem.

Let G denote a compact abelian group, B a compact abelian inverse semigroup

with identity such that the maximal idempotent subsemigroup 7s(7i) of B is totally

disconnected, and let

E0:G'—>T—»B

denote an idempotent extension of G by B. For each e e E(B), let Be denote the

maximal subgroup of B containing e and, for/5=e in E(B), let mef: Be -> B¡ denote

the continuous homomorphism defined by mef(x) = xf. For each/e7s(7?) let Hf

denote the kernel of the continuous homomorphism from G£l onto a(f)G^T

defined by x i-* a(f)x. Finally, for/a e, let r¡ef : G¡He -*■ G/Hf denote the continuous

homomorphism defined by 7]ef(gHe)=gHf.
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Theorem 3.3. The maximal subgroup of Ext (B, G) containing the idempotent

extension is isomorphic to the group Prod [{Ext (Be, G/He)}; {??«/}/Se> {>"e/}/Se].

Proof. Let H(E0) denote the maximal subgroup of Ext (B, G) containing E0. We

wish to show that there is a well-defined homomorphism

T: H(E0) -> Prod {Ext (Be, GjHe)}

such that if E: G^ S-» B represents some element of H(E0) then r([Ts])

= {$f)reE(B) where, for each fe E(B), S, is represented by the extension G/77;

SS(/)G ^ r-\B{) ->> Bf with S(/) the idempotent of r-\B,) and Tf = r\T-\B{).

First note that if G c> S ->> B is any extension of G by B it follows from Lemma

2.2 that, for each feE(B), t~1(B,) is a maximal subgroup of S and that

o(f)G ^ T-\Bf) ^y>B¡ is an extension of 3(/)G by B,. We show that S(/)G is

iseomorphic to G/77; whenever [E] e H(E0). By Theorem 1.2 it follows that

[E ] £ H(E0) iff whenever se S and teT such that r(s) = -n't) then Gs = G(. If s e S

and r(j)=/then GS = GÓ(J). Similarly if t e Tand 7r(r)=/then Gt = GW). Since the

kernel of the mapping from G^T onto o(f)G^T is Hf it follows easily that

[E] e H(E0) iff, for each/ the kernel of the mapping from G^S onto 8(f)G^S is

77/. Thus o(f)G^G/Hr. For each feE(B), let Er denote the extension

Ef:G/Hf = 8(f)G^T-1(Bf)-3+ B, and let Sf=[E,}. We wish to show that

<f = {Sf}{eE{m belongs to Prod {Ext (Be, G/He)}. First observe that for/áe in £(5)

one has a commutative diagram

8(e)G c-* r-\Be) -*► 7ie

ae/ m efP-ef

S(/)G t-^r-1^)   ->B;

where the maps aef and p.ef denote multiplication by S(/) in S. Also note that if

8(e)G is identified with G/77e and 8(/)G with G/Hf then ae{ becomes identified

with r¡eí. It is clear that {pef}rge is an inverse system of maps. Thus S is a member

of Prod {Ext (Be, G¡He)}. We define T([E]) = S. It is routine to check that this

definition of V is independent of the choice of a representative of [Tí]. Similarly,

while it is a tedious computation, it is easy to verify that if E1 and 7s2 are extensions

of G by B such that [Ej] and [Ts2] are in H(E0) then

mEi] + [E2]) = ?([£!]) +T([E2]).

We now show that F is surjective. Let <^ = {<^/}/eE(B) denote any member of

Prod {Ext (Be, G/He)}. Let {Ef}feEm, {/v}/ge denote representatives of S. For each

/let G/77/ <^> S) -*> 7?; denote the extension £7. Since {p-ef}fâe is an inverse system

of maps there is a unique semigroup structure defined on the disjoint union

S={JfeEmSf given by ab = p.eteí(a)pií¡ef(b) for aeSe and beSf. By Lemma 3.2

there exists a unique compact semigroup topology on S which agrees with the

topologies already given on E(B) and the various Se. By that same lemma
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E: Gc-> S —>*■ B is an extension of G by B with t defined by t(x) = re(x) for ieSe.

It is clear that for each fe E(B), r~1(B¡) = Sf and if 8(f) is the idempotent of

T-\B,), 8(f)G = G/Hf. Thus Y([E]) = £ and V is surjective. To see that F is injec-

tive assume that E1: G "^ Sx —¿> B and E2: G ^> S2 —>> B represent members of

H(E0) such that F([E1]) = r([Ea]). Then there exists a family of iseomorphisms

{"AJeeRB) for which the diagrams

¿Áf)G

h

Tu
> Tj" \Bf) —^» *,    Tl- \Be)-> rr *(*,)

*/

8a(/)G  c-► ,*-»(*,) -^>7?r     r2-i(7ie)->Ta-^)

are commutative. Due to the fact that the second diagram is commutative it easily

follows that <A= (Je "Ae ¡s an algebraic isomorphism from Si onto S2. As in Lemma

3.2 one may apply the theory of characters to show that </< is the dual of an iso-

morphism between discrete semigroups and thus conclude that t/r is continuous.

It follows that Tii and 7s2 are congruent and that Y is injective. The theorem follows.

Corollary. The maximal group of Ext (B, G) containing E is isomorphic to

Prod {Ext ((G/Hfy, Bf)} and thus is determined completely by the extension functor

for discrete abelian groups.

Proof. Observe that Prod {Ext (B„ G/Hf)}^Prod {Ext ((G¡H,y, £f)}.
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